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THE two tall cross-shafts at Sandbach, re-erected in 1816 on 
their massive base in the market-place of the little town, 

are the most important monuments of their kind outside of 
Northumbria. They represent a type of carved stonework which 
is unparalleled and largely unrepresented elsewhere in- Europe 
in the same age (9)*. They seem independent of all known types, 
the work of native genius (6). One attempt to solve the mystery 
of the sudden appearance of fine carved stonework in the Anglian 
regions of Britain is made by Professor Josef Strzgowski (20), 
who infers a previous development of wooden architecture with 
wooden sculpture, of which, from the natural decay of such work, 
no examples remain. He suggests a long tradition, influenced 
by many diverse types of foreign work, in addition to what may 
be due to the continental craftsmen brought here by Bishop 
Theodore of Tarsus from 669 onwards. Roman sculptural work 
would linger through the Dark Ages, with much Celtic decoration 
of both a recent and more distant time. He traces links with 
Syro-Greek and Asiatic ornament reaching us through Slav and 
Gothic lands and to Ireland, by sea, by means of Visigothic 
traders. There is some support for this view in the type of orna 
ment found in many of the Anglian crosses, known as the inhabited 
vine scroll, the subject of an important book by Professor J. 
Br0nsted (5). The Rt. Rev. G. F. Browne (6), Bishop of Bristol, 
traces it to the columns adorned with vine-scrolls, among which 
birds and small animals eat the fruit, found in Germany and 
known as Jupiter Columns (Juppitergigantsaulen). These, he 
says, are " dated by the experts from the close of the second 
century to the middle of the third, presumably Roman adaptations 
of Germanic symbolism, as of a column supporting the sky or 
reaching to the gods." Another early instance is the ivory

*The numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
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throne of Bishop Maximian, carved with foxes and birds in the 
scroll. It has been in the cathedral at Ravenna since the sixth 
century (10).

Anglo-Saxon art has attracted increasing attention during 
recent years and the Sandbach crosses are mentioned by many 
authorities, although without general agreement on their date 
or upon the meaning of their sculptural designs. The present 
paper may be a means of getting nearer to probabilities, but its 
main aim is to present the latest information available and to 
awaken fresh interest in the crosses for their own sake, particularly 
to claim the attention of the young men and women of the North- 
West to the most remarkable monument of Saxon times within 
their own district.

The crosses must originally have been among the largest and 
highest in the country, wonderful things, carved from the hardest 
kind of local gritstone, enduring the stresses of a thousand years. 
They are an important link in an art tradition we have never lost, 
and emblems of the faith which underlies all that is best in our 
nation's history, worthy as such of our love and care. In trying 
to trace what these great monuments stood for in the thought of 
our ancestors a thousand years ago let us also remember their 
added significance to us to-day.

Cheshire did not possess any great monastic centre in Saxon 
times which might have been associated with setting up these 
crosses, nor can we connect them with any important historical 
event such as a battle. Fethanleah (584) is too far in one direc 
tion and Chester (613) in the other, though Bishop Browne 
conjectures that in Ethelfrith's'approach in the latter year he may 
have inflicted an earlier defeat on the Britons in the marshy 
meadows north-west of Sandbach, where the Roman road from 
York turns westward in its approach to Chester (6). The sandy 
and difficult ford at Sandbach seems to have caused the loss of 
three treasure chests there in Saxon times, and the legend of their 
being still buried somewhere near the ford became connected 
with the cross (24), as we shall see, though without any real 
reason. John Palmer, the Manchester architect, who re-erected 
the crosses in 1816 on behalf of the great Cheshire historian 
George Ormerod, is responsible for the theory of their erection 
which has been regarded by local historians as sufficiently probable
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to be accepted, but it remains only a conjecture. In Bede's 
History of the English Church (4) he noticed an event which might 
explain the Sandbach crosses. Bedc tells us that in 653 Pcada, 
under-king of the Middle Angles and son of Pcnda the pagan 
king of Mercia, approached Oswiu of Northumbria and requested 
his daughter in marriage. Oswiu imposed the condition that 
Peada and his people should accept Christainity. Peada, whose 
sister had already married Oswiu's son Alchfrith, was willing 
to become a Christian even if his conversion did not gain him 
his chosen bride. He was baptized forthwith and returned to his 
own land with four priests to instruct his people in the Christian 
faith. Penda, King of Mercia, remained a heathen to the end  
he died two years later but he allowed his subjects to accept 
Christianity if they chose. Sandbach is near enough to the 
northern border of the Mercian realm to have been the first place 
within it in which the Christian religion was preached. Mr. 
Palmer concluded that this was the event commemorated by the 
crosses(iS).

As we have glanced at the history of the period with which 
the Sandbach crosses have been identified by John Palmer, so it 
may enable us to judge of Anglo-Saxon stonework by some 
brief study of the two best-known crosses of this kind, the fine 
monuments at Ruthwell and Bewcastle, although it is certain 
that the Sandbach crosses are much later and their style and 
subjects are very different. In fact one of the most fascinating 
things about the Sandbach crosses is that they differ so widely 
from any others.

THE RUTHWELL CROSS
This beautiful cross, lyft. 4 ins. high, is at Ruthwell in Dum 

friesshire, then within the kingdom of Northumbria, and there is 
reason to believe it may have been erected as early as 650 or 660. 
The " inhabited vine scroll " ornament is already a feature, and 
was by this time a symbol of " the tree of life." Other designs 
show the influence of 6th century Romano-Byzantine ornament. 
Photographs of examples of this were shown in an exhibition 
organised by the Warburg Institute in 1941 (22) together with 
detail photographs from this cross. The figure of Christ with the 
large nimbus, the heavy drapery and the raised arm can be com-
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pared with a similar figure in the mosaic decoration of a 6th 
century church at Ravenna, St. Appolinare. The Flight into 
Egypt is the same, in all essentials, as upon a gold pendant, 
circa 600, found at Adana, and now in the Istanbul Museum. 
The figures of Christ and Mary Magdalene resemble those of Christ 
healing the woman with an issue of blood from an illumination 
in a Syrian manuscript of the 6th century, now in the Bibliotheque 
Nationale at Paris. On the other hand the figure of St. John is 
almost certainly original, and purposely foreshortened so as to 
appear in better proportion when seen from below. The cross has 
wide margins around its subjects, on which an inscription in 
Saxon runes has been carved, but almost certainly at a later date, 
and without the names from which its period might be guessed.

THE BEWCASTLE CROSS
Not so high as the Ruthwell cross, (14 ft. 6 ins.), without its 

head, and later, though of the same school. It stands in its 
original position in a Cumberland churchyard. Its later date 
is shown by the provision of panels to take inscriptions, the flat 
background, and the hard outline of the border, which seems to 
dominate the whole design. Though the vine scroll re-appears 
it has become formalised : it no longer looks as if it had been 
carved by a man who had seen vines growing. But the inscription 
is important as introducing a name we have already heard, 
Alcfrith, who married Peada's sister. Unfortunately the runes 
have become indistinct and the reading is disputed.

G. Baldwin Brown and J. Br0nsted had suggested a late 7th 
century to mid 8th century date for the Bewcastle and Ruthwell 
crosses. A. W. Clapham (9) is prepared to accept a date circa 670 
for the Bewcastle cross, on the strength of its inscription, with the 
Ruthwell cross a few years earlier. Further support for the 
erection of important stone monuments about the end of the 7th 
century is found in the Gesta Regiim Anglorum, i, p. 25, a chronicle 
written by William of Malmesbury, circa 1125, who says that in 
his day there were in the cemetery of Glastonbury two " pyra 
mids," the one five stories high, the other of four, with names 
which we are able to identify Bregored and Beoward, abbots 
there in the late 7th and early 8th centuries, Wilfrith who died 
in 709, Kentwin, King of Wessex from 676 to 685 and Hedda,
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Bishop of Wessex 677 to 705. These monuments, it has been 
assumed, would be set up soon after the dates quoted, but it may 
be that they were later, replacing wooden memorials which had 
decayed. Similarly, wooden crosses might have been set up in 
the lifetime of Peada, replaced by the present crosses 150 or 200 
years later. These are different altogether in style from the 
Ruthwell and Bewcastle crosses, and most of their ornament is 
not found elsewhere. It shows influences both from Northumbria 
and the south, while being definitely in the Mercian style, of which 
the finest example is the pillar at Wolverhampton.

ESTIMATED DATES OF THE SANDBACH CROSSES 
There is little doubt that both crosses are of the same date and 

that they were originally set up on the high stone base upon 
which we now see them. This is the verdict of T. D. Kendrick (15) 
who dates them circa 850 or a little later. J. Br0nsted agrees, 
about the middle of the gth century(5). A. W. Clapham is 
inclined to favour a rather earlier date, " late 8th century." He 
shows reason to reject the very late date advocated on more than 
one occasion by W. G. Collingwood, who places them as late as 
the eleventh century. This view is based on the theory that all 
these fine crosses derive from one which commemorates Bishop 
Acca of Hexham. As he did not die until 740, this would mean 
that the dates of all crosses in this style have to be advanced 50 
to 150 years, to allow for the slow development J. Br0nsted has 
described. W. G. Collingwood places in a class by itself the very 
early and beautiful cross from Reculver now sadly mutilated. 
It may be said at once that the latter, and Acca's cross also, are 
far finer in their details than anything an Anglo-Saxon sculptor 
was able to accomplish. It is only reasonable to regard both 
crosses as the work of continental craftsmen brought here specially, 
influenced by our national style, already well established, but 
not having an influence upon it to any important degree. The 
meticulous grape-vine ornament on Acca's cross has quite an 
oriental character, but something like it is found in contemporary 
manuscript illuminations(i5).

Turning to history to seek the periods when this troubled land 
enjoyed sufficient peace and prosperity for the erection of such 
important memorials as the Sandbach crosses, we find three
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possible collaborators. Offa, King of Mercia 757-796, and his 
bishop are the first and, if A. W. Clapham's estimate of the date 
of the crosses is not too early, this may be possible, for Offa would 
have strong dynastic reasons for commemorating an earlier 
Mercian. He was able to persuade Rome to transfer the primacy 
from Canterbury to Lichfield. Early in the tenth century we 
again have two people with strong local interests, King Alfred's 
daughter Ethelfleda, the Lady of Mercia, who lived until 918, 
and Archbishop Plegmund who died four years earlier. This 
date, however, is almost certainly too late as any highly detailed 
carved work which can be safely dated after the year 900 shows 
the influence of the style brought in by the Danish invaders. 
Between these two periods we have Ethelwulf, who died in 858, and 
St. Swithun, who survived him until 862 ; these dates are more 
easily reconcilable with the most recent estimates of the age of 
the crosses, judged by their style, that is, about 850, or slightly 
later (15).

Mr. T.. D. Kendrick says of the vine scroll ornament as seen 
on the larger cross at Sandbach, " it is certainly a late and derived 
version, a coarse ragged pattern of the running spiral type, with a 
population of large uncouth creatures that leap crazily at the 
fruit in the gth century manner, without waiting to secure a 
foothold in the branches"(15).

Camden is silent about the sculptured stones of Cheshire, and 
so far no one has discovered a reference to the crosses in Randle 
Holme's records(i4). The first mention of them is in one of the 
contributions to King's Vale Royall of England, 1656, by William 
Smith, Rouge Dragon Poursuivant at Arms, who was born at 
Old Hough, not four miles away(24). Writing about 1585, he 
gives an interesting but puzzling reference to the crosses : 

" In the Market Place do stand together two square Crosses of 
stone, on steps, with certain Images and writings thereon graven 
which a Man cannot read except he be holden with his Head, 
downwards, and this Verse (as they hold Opinion), is graven 
thereon,

' In Sandbach, in the Sandy Ford,
Lieth the ninth part of Dublin's Hord.
Nine to or nine fro,
Take me down or else I fall.' "
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He goes on to say that three empty treasure-chests with inscrip 
tions on their lids had actually been found in his own time near 
the ford. It is possible that the name Dublin could be read on 
one of them, and that this riddling rhyme was made up after the 
event. " Dublin's hoard " does not sound like an absolute inven 
tion, and treasure chests might imply the transmission of tribute 
money, lost in crossing swampy ground. If so, it is possible that 
the chests were being brought from Dublin to York on behalf of 
one of the two kings called Anlaf (Olaf) who ruled in both cities, 
Olaf Guthfrithson or Olaf Sihtricson, who is also called Olaf 
Cuaran. It is less likely perhaps that the lost treasure formed 
part of Ecgfrith's plunder in 684 (24) or Sihtric's in 919, 
but the association of a treasure, the very existence of which 
is uncertain, with any particular person is obviously a matter 
for speculation only. It is most unlikely that any reference 
to it was ever carved upon the crosses, but Smith, though 
only quoting the opinion of others, can be trusted as stating 
that there had been an inscription of some kind on one of 
them, probably the smaller cross. On this point S. Lysons, 
writing in 1810, quotes Smith and says he " speaks of inscriptions 
engraven on them, of which, however, no traces remain. If any 
such formerly existed they were probably Runic" (16).

An inscription was added to one of the fragments of the smaller 
cross during the time when it lay in a garden grotto at Oulton (n)

'' With awful steps approach this shrine, 
Sacred to Druids erst divine : 
Here ancient virtue still preserve, 
Nor ever from its precepts swerve" (13).

J. P. Earwaker says " when the crosses were replaced these lines 
were filled up with Roman cement." This has since scaled off, 
taking with it the inscription, and leaving a conspicuous bald 
patch on the back of the smaller cross, towards the top. The 
original Runic inscription may have been there, or on some part 
of either cross now missing. At first sight the addition of this 
quatrain may appear inexcusable, but it was probably cut to 
dissuade local iconoclasts from destroying the stone as a relic of 
" popery."

There is a second notice of Sandbach in King's Vale Royall, 
this time by William Webb, pp. 77-8, writing circa 1621. He gives
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a word or two to the church and its lofty " steeple " ; he then 
devotes several lines to the praise of Sandbach ale, but says not a 
word about the crosses. It is possible they had been broken up 
by a gang of local iconoclasts shortly before Webb wrote. 
Particulars of these destroyers, with the names of the ringleaders, 
are to be found in the records of the Court of Star Chamber for 
the year 1613-14, when the culprits were proceeded against by 
the Attorney General for having broken down and defaced " seven 
ancient crosses made of square stone," as follows : Maiden's 
Cross in Delamere, Tarvin Cross, Vicar's Cross, Eccleston Cross, 
Eccleston Churchyard Cross and Crosses (presumably in church 
yards) at Barrow and Christleton. Enquiries at the latter three 
places show that no carved stonework or bases now remain. 
These the iconoclasts pulled down " with force of arms and in 
riotous manner " during the night. They pleaded that this was 
done as a protest against the idolatrous worshipping of the crosses, 
and that it was not against the law to destroy objects of super 
stitious use. This excuse was accepted, and they returned to 
Cheshire, free to undertake other missions of destruction. 
Although no record of their coming to Sandbach is known, it is 
possible that, elated with their victory, they wrecked the crosses 
there in 1614 or soon after.

Great force must have been used on this occasion. The larger 
cross, in its fall, broke the smaller one at an angle near its base, 
and this stump of the smaller cross remained fixed in its socket. 
It is so shown in drawings and engravings of the market place 
before 1816, of which the best known appeared in Byrne's Cheshire 
Views, 1814, from a drawing by W. Alexander, F.S.A. One of 
these engravings is framed and hung in the Literary Institution 
at Sandbach.

Sir John Crew took important parts of the carved stonework 
to Utkinton for safety, probably soon after he succeeded to the 
estate in 1670 ; these afterwards went to Tarporley rectory and 
later still to Oulton. Many smaller fragments of the broken 
crosses were used in Sandbach as building materials ; one is 
known to lie under the foundations of a house facing the crosses, 
owned by Mr. John Hilditch. This part of their history is fully 
described in George Ormerod's great county history (18), ending 
with the recovery of most of the broken fragments and the re-
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erection of the crosses in 1816, through the co-operation of Sir 
John Grey Egerton of Oulton, John Palmer and George Ormerod 
himself. It is greatly to the credit of all three men. The 
antiquary Cole had seen portions of the crosses when at Tarporley, 
circa 1757, and his drawings are now in the British Museum 
(Add. MSS. 5830). Good illustrations appear in the Cheshire 
section of Lysons' Magna Britannia (16) ; W. J. Harper published 
a set of woodcuts giving the details of the ornament on the crosses, 
which were used again by Miss E. Egerton in her recent quarto 
brochure (12). The text illustrations here are from new blocks 
made with Miss Egerton's approval. Lysons' plates are also 
used in her brochure.

Before considering the details of the ornament on the crosses, 
certain features may be considered separately.

THE BASE
A stepped platform nearly five feet high, on which the crosses 

were strongly set in sock?ts, with much-worn corner posts, which 
perhaps do not occupy their original positions (13), but must be 
considered as contemporary with the crosses. Only one of them 
retains traces of its original carving. On each of its outward 
angles there has been a very small decorative dcmi-figuro under a 
round arch, with a second arch below filled with a palmated 
ornament. Each figure has an oval face and a body formed from 
knotwork, with the ends of the cord projecting on each side of the 
face. Bishop Browne describes other curious figures of this type 
at Ham, Derbyshire, and Checkley, Staffordshire (7). At Sand- 
bach there appear to have been one of these little figures on each 
angle of the corner posts and two side by side on posts midway 
on the east and west sides of the base. This would make twelve 
in all and suggests a representation of the Apostles.

THE CROSS-HEAD
Its original shape is uncertain. Parts of two arms remain, 

shaped in two concave curves, and this shape is quite usual in 
Northumbria, but here it may have been incorporated in a great 
circular head having three open circles between each of the arms, 
the whole wheel-top about four feet across. When it was decided 
to erect a cross at Ebbsflect (circa 1884), to commemorate the 
.place at which St. Augustine was conjectured to have landed in 597

J
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the design was closely copied from the smaller of the Sandbach 
crosses, with a large circular head, pierced in the manner described. 
At present one of these broken arms has been placed at the head 
of each cross, but as the ornamentation is identical they may both 
have come from one cross originally. Enough remains to show 
that they were carved on both sides with a robed full-length figure 
showing a central line which suggests a staff : the feet show that 
they were represented walking. One is tempted to identify them 
with Peada's four missionary priests.

THE INTERLACED ORNAMENT
There is a good deal of interlaced bordering on the smaller 

cross, which has been analysed by J. Romilly Alien in his paper 
printed in the Transactions of this Society for 1893, vol. 45, 
pp. 1-32 (i). On the larger cross the vine scroll tapers oh into a 
beautifully cut interlaced ornament : this tapering-off is also 

' found at Dacre and Ilkley, examples illustrated by T. D. Kendrick 
(15), plates 89 and 93. There is a still closer instance on a cross 
at Penally, Pembrokeshire.

Interlaced design reached its fullest development in Ireland, 
even if it did not originate there. It can be traced to the panels 
of plain interlaced plait decoration found in Roman mosaics and 
carving. Some decorator began to use them as a basis for new 
and ultimately very complicated designs, by making breaks in 
the plait and then re-joining the cords. It is possible to trace 
the date at which this decoration reached Italy, under its Lombard 
kings, between the years 712 and 736. In more than one of his 
books J. Romilly Alien analysed all this kind of design, tracing 
the plaits from which the different patterns were formed, and 
their basis in a series of eight different knots (2). In his article 
on the sculptured stones of Lancashire and Cheshire (i) he gives 
the numbers of the various interlaced designs on the Sandbach 
crosses as follows : 

11. Single cord : from a 3-cord plait. Shape like the sign &.
12. Two-cord : from a 4-cord plait. The sailor's carrick-bend 

or figure 8 knot. Also at Bolton.
17. Two-cord: from a 4-cord plait. Somewhat like two 

letters z with serifs in backward curves, interlaced. Not found 
anywhere else in Britain. It resembles one of the Scandinavian
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developments of interlaced design, but its appearance here can 
hardly be claimed to show Danish influence, although another 
sign of a late date.

22. Two-cord : from a 4-cord plait. A development of the 
Staffordshire knot, set alternatively left and right.

23. Four-cord : from an 8-cord plait. Same as 22, but set in 
double row, so as to leave cross-shaped openings in the centre of 
the interlacements. Several examples in Scotland. On stones 
at Eyam, Chester-le-Street and Jarrow also.

THE CARVED ORNAMENT ON THE CROSSES 
The height of the tall cross is now 16 ft. 8 ins., the shaft being 

15 ft. 10 ins. with 10 ins. of the broken cross-arm set upright 
upon it. The smaller cross, of which more is missing, is now 
ii ft. ii ins., the shaft 10 ft. 9 ins., with 14 ins. more for the other 
fragment of the cross arm. The height of each of the stone 
sockets is 2 ft. 6 ins., and of each step of the base 18 ins., making 
the total height of the base 5 ft. 6 ins. If the circular head was 
three feet across the taller cross must have stood nearly 25 ft. 
above the ground level (14).

" On both crosses we observe a rich style of multitudinous 
ornament that can only be a reflection of the West Saxon taste 
of the middle of the gth century, but in general there is an unmis 
takable Northumbrian flavour about these sculptures. Yet 
the Sandbach Crosses have a strong Midland character, and the 
creature in the Anglian style at the bottom of the west face is 
purely Mercian" (15). A similar dragon on a cross-shaft from 
Breedon is illustrated in Archaeologia, vol. 77, plate 35 (15). The 
figures are trivial and doll-like, set in a framework which is forked 
at the base, like the point of a pennon (18). The large cross has 
bold cable mouldings at its outer angles. There are many gaps in 
the restored crosses, made up with plain stone. The ornament on 
the larger cross has its subjects mainly chosen from the New 
Testament, but those on the smaller cross are not wholly scrip 
tural : these must represent some historical event which led to 
the crosses being erected (14). It will appear that this may have 
been the introduction of Christianity into Mercia, as first suggested 
by John Palmer; if not, it is difficult to conjecture the meaning 
of the figures.
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LARGER CROSS EAST

THE LARGER CROSS, EAST SIDE (FRONT)
1. Starting from the foot, four small panels 

in the chevron-points have contained figures of 
cherubs, looking upwards. Introductory angelic 
figures. Now much decayed, but certain.

2. Circular panel: the only one on either 
cross. Large central .figure with cruciform 
nimbus : smaller figures left and right in 
adoration. A majestas or Christ in glory. 
The usual identification as a Salutation is 
contrary to any other representation of that 
subject.

3. Again a large central figure, whose 
elaborate draperies suggest the Virgin. The 
small figure to left has a book, and a cross is 
set diagonally above its head ; its companion 
to the right holds what may be a key but looks 
more like a palm. The Madonna and Child 
enthroned, with, perhaps, St. Paul and St. 
Peter, or else the Church on earth, under 
tribulation the cross but possessing the 
bible ; and the Church in heaven with palm 
and dove of peace. Can scarcely be an 
Annunciation as in the preceding subject ; 
why three figures ?

4. A Nativity, though all that remains is 
the Child in the manger with a cherub over and 
kneeling horse to left and ox to right.

5. A large Crucifixion with figures left and 
right, either the Madonna with St. John or 
with her sister Mary the wife of Cleophas 
(John xix. 25). In the angles of the cross are 
the four Living Creatures (Ezekiel v. 10) which 
in the 6th century began to be taken as symbols 
of the evangelists. The Angel and the Ox 
represent the pacific side of God's creation, 
the Lion and Eagle " nature red in tooth and 
claw," but all to be ultimately reconciled in 
and by the Cross. Through this symbolism
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we are shown that all God's creatures can share 
the beatific vision through these archetypes  
" full of eyes before and behind." It must 
make a difference to the outlook of anyone 
who has hitherto only seen these as symbols 
of the gospel writers to realise that in such 
mystic forms we are shown the entrance of 
those friends of ours, the dog and the horse, 
into heaven. " For thmi hast created all 
things and for thy pleasure they are and were 
created."

6. A tall full-length figure seated to left : 
two dem1'-figures under arches to right : above 
these, part of a figure upside down or falling, 
which some identify as the traitor Judas, 
with Christ bound before Pilate, though the 
latter figure is large and important. Perhaps a 
representation of the Creator, receiving the 
homage of earth, seas and skies, although a 
figure upside down is usually a symbol of 
downfall.

7. New stone supplied at time of restora 
tion.

8. A curious narrow band which appears 
to be carved with a hammer, pincers, etc., 
implements of the Crucifixion.

9. A pair of figures, just under the cross- 
head. At a guess these may represent the 
culmination of the subjects beneath, men and 
angels praising God for his great salvation.

WEST SIDE
I. Four panels arranged to form a cross. 

In the two lower, and reaching clown into the 
forked points of the framing, are a pair of 
dragons, the one to right remarkably clear, an 
evil and uncouth beast with useless-looking 
wings and legs, its tongue and tail tied in 
knots, leaping crazily upward. These repre-
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sent the power of evil in the world, never to be 
ignored, but powerless if not aided by man. 
Just above, the two panels, now much defaced, 
have had figures of angels ; good triumphant 
over evil.

2. Again a cross, having in its lower half 
to left a standing angel, to right a seated man. 
There is general agreement that this represents 
the Archangel Gabriel appearing to Zacharias. 
The centre of this cross has had some kind of 
metal attachment or setting. It could scarcely 
have been a sundial, being on the west face, 
but it formed part of the original design.

3. and 4. Over these are two subjects of 
which there is also little doubt. Simon of 
Cyrene carrying the cross, and Christ with 
bound hands led by the centurion.

5. New stone supplied at time of restor 
ation.

6. A pair of figures under arches, too 
indistinct for possible identification.

7. A second pair, right under the cross- 
head facing one another. Perhaps an old man 
in conversation with a young man, and if so 
possibly representing the agreement of the old 
prophets with the gospel of the new apostles.

NORTH SIDE
Beginning with the usual chevron point, 

here are eleven compartments, each containing 
a figure, but arranged, as steps, so that the- 
highest on the left is much shorter than the 
panel on the right. The uppermost figure 
on the left bends forward to his companion 
on the right who gazes up towards him. Over 
all these is a great decorative fish with a triple 
cloven tongue. Evidently a symbolic repre 
sentation of the descent of the Holy Spirit 

LARGER CROSS NORTH upon the eleven apostles.
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SOUTH SIDE
Occupied entirely by a vine-scroll which 

trails off into interlacements above, to which 
reference has been made already. The style is 
one of the proofs of the age of the crosses, for, 
as Professor Br0nsted has shown, this form of 
scroll comes towards the end of the develop 
ment of this ornament, where the vine is 
disintegrating into a geometrical play of lines, 
and the animals, each by itself, begin to stand 
clear of the scroll. He compares the Sandbach 
scroll with one from Dacre, Cumberland, the 
cross-head at Cropthorne, Worcestershire and 
the cross foot at Walton, Yorkshire (5). 
Bishop Browne says the whole design is a tree 
of Death, in contrast to the original meaning 
of the scroll as a tree of life, " a monstrous 
dragonesque serpent in the form of a tree " (8), 
filled with horrible creatures who seem to be 
dancing with fiendish glee. Midway is a 
strange human figure, generally identified as 
John the Baptist in the wilderness. At 
Bishop Auckland, Bradbourne, Sheffield and 
elsewhere there is an archer-angel shooting at 
the birds and beasts attacking the bunches 
of grapes; the present figure may be a 
survival of these. His long legs trail off into 
scrollwork, a probable sign that he is not to 
be taken too seriously. Bishop Browne gives 
a singular interpretation : this, he thinks, is 
the traitor Judas, about to hang himself on a 
branch of the scroll (6).

THE SMALLER CROSS, EAST SIDE, 
FRONT

It is difficult to find any explanation of the 
figures here, which, in general, are unlike any 
found elsewhere, except on the hypothesis that 
these represent incidents connected with LARGER CROSS SOUTH
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Peada. Even so, the interpretations which 
follow must be regarded as largely speculative. 

This side of the cross is divided into a central 
series of lozenge-shaped panels, flanked conse 
quently by panels shaped like triangles on 
edge. The two lowest, fitting into the chevron 
end, consist of the first pair of triangles.

1. Triangles. Two angels facing each other.
2. Lozenge. A male figure, full length, 

apparently seated and holding a sceptre. 
Usually identified as Peada, sub-king of the 
Middle Angles.

3. Triangles. Two dragoncsque creatures 
back to back.

4. Lozenge. Much like the second figure, 
but more like a queen than a king. Usually 
identified as Alchfleda.

5. Triangles. Two praying figures.
6. Lozenge. Large dragon, the end of its tail 

formed as a small dragon head and knottcd-up.
7. Triangles. Two very uncouth dragon- 

esque creatures.
8. Lozenge. A puzzling panel, perhaps 

merely a decorative fancy but sometimes 
identified as a tiny figure of Penda, King of 
Mercia, with two of his generals beneath.

9. Triangles. Two men, standing upper 
part gone.

10. Lozenge. A much-worn figure of an 
animal with its head turned over its back : 
may be a bull or a stag.

11. Triangles. Dragonesque figure to left, 
angel to right. The whole series may be read 
as showing the eternal conflict between good 
and evil.

WEST SIDE
i. A series of arched cells ascend from the chevron-end, en 

closing large and small figures and demi-figures. This may be 
intended for a Resurrection.

SMALLER CROSS EAST
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SMALLER CROSS WEST

2. A panel very like the 
third on the east face of the 
larger cross, but here the 
central figure is probably 
Christ, not the Virgin, 
perhaps holding flowers in 
His hands, as in the King 
Alfred Jewel (15).

3. Above this nearly 
everything is now obli 
terated. The interlaced 
border of knot-work (the 
sailors' Carrick Bend) is 
intersected by small oval 
heads. One of the in 
distinct central sub j ects 
has been conjectured to 
represent the Trinity.

NORTH SIDE
The whole side is divided 

into square-top stepped 
panels, each containing a 
walking figure. Some 
appear to carry daggers, 
others swords. The highest 
on the left has an animal's 
head and the lowest on the 
right appears to be an 
animal. Over them are a 
pair of serpent-dragons, 
their long tongues tied in 
a double Staffordshire 
knot. These are believed 
to represent Peada's fol 
lowers, as heathen men, 
going up to Northumbria. SMALLER CROSS NORTH
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SOUTH SIDE
Here all the panels are level and have 

arched heads. The figures have a peaceful 
aspect and mostly carry staves only, for their 
journey. The two lowest panels are occupied 
by cherubim looking upward. The subject is 
regarded as the return of Peada's followers, as 
Christian men.

THE FUTURE OF THE CROSSES
As with so much in our land at the present 

moment, this lies in the hands of those who 
care, and are prepared to do something to 
withstand the disruption which threatens us. 
There are still many to whom this country 
and its wonderful history mean a great deal, 
and who can understand the significance of 
unique things like these monuments. Some 
day a full monograph will be written about 
them, as Romilly Alien suggested when 
addressing this Society in 1893 (i). When 
written, the monograph should show, side by 
side, details of carving compared with other 
work of a similar character. The parallels are 
too numerous to be quoted at the end of a 
paper already too long. But anyone looking 
at an illustration of the Vatican Gospels (9), 
late 8th century work of the Canterbury 
school, would recognise that illuminator and 
stone-carver alike are making use of a com 
mon store of English traditional ornament.

One longs to see some local effort to protect 
the crosses themselves. The open space in 
which they stand is thronged by a busy 
crowd on market days, and cars are parked 

SMALLER CROSS SOUTH right against the steps. For centuries the 
boys of Sandbach have clambered over the 
base and its defaced posts. 

Three feet of neatly-kept turf around the base, held in position
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by a whinstone kerb, would do much to save from thoughtless 
damage these memorials of a thousand years ago.
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